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Prior’s
Perspective
Dear Dames and Knights,
Another year has come forth in 2019 and I wish
all of you a Happy New Year. I also extend my
best wishes to you achieving all your goals and
dreams as the year progresses. Sometimes
those goals and dreams take a few days, sometimes a year…or two, and sometimes even decades to be fulfilled. But it is with fortitude and
resilience that, when you keep moving forward
on that path, you will achieve it!
Not only is it important to keep working on those goals and dreams,
but it is also worthwhile to look back over those accomplishments
you have achieved in the past year. As I look at all the community
involvement we have had as the Priory of St. Louis the Crusader, I
find myself very proud of those we have helped in 2018. This is a
great list of community groups that we have been able to help:
In the St. Charles/St. Louis area:
 Sharing meals Program - Feeding the homeless at St. John's
Lutheran Church, St. Charles, MO monthly
 Ronald McDonald House breakfast - feeds families who have
children are in the hospitals monthly
 Ronald McDonald House Dinner - Feeds families have who
children are in the hospitals monthly
 Youth in Need - feed children who are waiting to be placed in a
home.
 St. Charles Women’s Shelter, collecting toiletries and packing
them in containers, total 72 bags
 Cheyenne River Christmas Program - buying Christmas gifts
for the children of the Cheyenne River Nation
 Kids Against Hunger, Packing meals and vitamins for Haiti
( quarterly)
In Kansas City, MO, the following programs:
 Downtown Outreach, Book Program where parents w/children
come in and they can take a book home with them.
 Downtown Outreach, Grocery Program, at the same time they
can pick up groceries items.
 Ivanhoe Community Center, members buying school supplies
and back packs for the children

Look to the
Heavens

On July 14, 2015, the New Horizons spacecraft, one of the
most advanced ever built, flew
by Pluto to take the very first
detailed images of the dwarf
planet. After nine years and 3
billion miles, NASA finally got a
close look at this strange, icy
world. New Horizons was
launched on January 19, 2006;
it swung past Jupiter for a gravity boost and scientific studies in February 2007, and
conducted a six-month-long reconnaissance flyby (at
more than 35,000 mph) study of Pluto and its moons in
summer 2015, culminating with Pluto closest approach
in July. With the remaining fuel, a new target – nicknamed Ultima Thule – was selected in the Kuiper Belt.
On January 1, 2019 as we celebrated a new year, the
tiny little spacecraft flew within 17,000 miles of a target
only 19 miles long. On January 2nd, scientists from
NASA's New Horizons mission released the first detailed images of the most distant object ever explored.
Never before has any spacecraft team tracked down
such a small body at such high speed so far away in the
abyss of space.
This level of science, engineering, math, and technology
boggles my mind. It is a testament to man’s ingenuity
and achievement. When I look at your heavens, the
work of your fingers, the moon and the stars, which you
have set in place, what is man that you are mindful of
him, and the son of man that you care for him?
(Psalm 8:3-4).
Let us not forget that by the word of the Lord the heavens were made, and by the breath of his mouth all their
host. (Psalm 33:6) Lift up your eyes on high and see: who
created these? He who brings out their host by number,
calling them all by name, by the greatness of his might,
and because he is strong in power not one is missing.

My term as Prior X of the Priory of St. Louis the Crusader is coming to a close soon and I feel so much appreciation to those of you
who have helped support our goals and dreams during those
years, and helped make all the above community groups more
successful in meeting their commitments. I am also thankful that I
could be your Prior, and I am hopeful for many good things yet to
come with our Priory in 2019 and for many years to come..

(Isaiah 40:26)

In appreciation,,

Non nobis Domine

Chvse. Marilyn Geery, GCTJ
Prior X

Fraternally Yours,

Dr. Chev. Peter L. Heineman, GOTJ
Commander

A variant of the sling – the staff sling – was used in Medieval times. The staff sling, also known as the stave sling,
consists of a staff (a length of wood) with a short sling at
one end. One cord of the sling is firmly attached to the
stave and the other end has a loop that can slide off and
release the projectile. Staff slings are extremely powerful
because the stave can be made as long as two meters,
creating a powerful lever. Ancient art shows slingers
holding staff slings by one end, with the pocket behind
them, and using both hands to throw the staves forward
over their heads.

The Real Slingers

The story of David and Goliath is a perfect example of
the deadly efficiency of the sling in ancient warfare.
Those who wielded a sling were called “slingers.” Although the bow and javelin are much more famous ancient weapons, the sling was just as important to ancient
skirmishers. Due to the small size of its missiles, making
them nearly invisible when released at such high velocities, the sling was particularly hard to defend against.
This is especially true considering that the blunt trauma
caused by the small stones upon impact could damage
organs, shatter bones, and cause concussions or kill
those struck in the head, even when the victim was armored. In the 1st century B.C., the Roman medical writer
Celsus stated that sling stones could even penetrate skin
and become lodged within a victim’s body. The most
skilled slingers of the ancient world were even more accurate and had a far greater range than many archers,
making them some of the most prized skirmishers available.

The staff sling has a similar or superior range to the
shepherd's sling, and can be as accurate in practiced
hands. It is generally suited for heavier missiles and
siege situations as staff slings can achieve very steep
trajectories for slinging over obstacles such as castle
walls. The staff itself can become a close combat weapon
in a melee. The staff sling is able to throw heavy projectiles a much greater distance and at a higher arc than a
hand sling. Staff slings were in use well into the age of
gunpowder as grenade launchers, and were used in shipto-ship combat to throw incendiaries.

Since it is one of the simplest ranged weapons to construct, the earliest evidence of the sling has been dated
back to 10,000 B.C.. Ancient warriors typically used animal hides and plant fibers to make the pouch, while hair
or sinews were used for the cord. The earliest ammunition was even easier to find because smooth stones were
readily available along streams, lakes, rivers, and
oceans. While the construction of the sling remained relatively the same for thousands of years, the differing sizes of the stones used decreased the overall accuracy of
the sling, which led to several different innovations concerning the ammunition. By the end of 7,000 B.C., slingers of the Near East began to use carved stones or
baked clay that were manipulated to a uniform spherical
shape, which greatly increased the accuracy of the missiles. The range of the sling was much improved by
3,000 B.C. when the stone and clay ammunitions were
made into biconical or ovoid shapes instead of spheres .

The traction trebuchet is a modification of the staff sling.
The traction trebuchet was a siege engine which uses the
power of men pulling on ropes or the energy stored in a
raised weight to rotate what was, again, a staff sling. It
was designed so that, when the throwing arm of the trebuchet had swung forward sufficiently, one end of the sling
would automatically become detached and release the
projectile. The weapon first appeared in Ancient China
during the 4th century BC as a siege weapon. It spread
westward, probably by the Avars, and was adopted by
the Byzantines in the mid-6th century AD.
The later counterweight trebuchet, also known as the
counterpoise trebuchet, used a counterweight to swing
the arm. It appeared in both Christian and Muslim lands
around the Mediterranean in the 12th century, and made
its way back to China via Mongol conquests in the 13th
century.

Portuguese infantry favored it against light and agile
Moorish troops. The staff sling continued to be used in
sieges and the sling was used as a part of large siege
engines.

Your 2019 Oblations Are Due
All Knights and Dames are required to pay their oblations – these
constitute the annual financial obligations of active membership.
Please remit your payment TODAY

Grand Priory of the United States of America

Grand Convent and OSMTH GMC
Milwaukee WI 23-28 May 2019
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Dame is an honorific title and the feminine form of

Medieval Shoes

address for the honor of knighthood in the British honors
system and the systems of several other Commonwealth
countries and is the tradition in our Order.

Various types of medieval shoes were used during different eras of medieval times. For instance, during the
early medieval times, the most common type of medieval shoes was a piece of leather wrapped around the
foot and tied with laces. Trends for medieval shoes
changed towards more diversely designed shafts during the middle medieval times. Similarly, during the late
medieval times, sturdier leather began to be used and
the material and style began to reflect the person’s social status.

The Order of the Hatchet (orden de la Hacha) was founded in 1149 by the Count of Barcelona, to honor the women who fought for the defense of the town of Tortosa
against a Moorish attack. The Order of the Glorious Saint
Mary was founded in Italy in 1233, and approved by Pope
Alexander IV in 1261. It was the first religious order of
knighthood to grant the rank of "militissa" to women. The
Order was suppressed by Sixtus V in 1558. The Order of
the Ermine, founded by John V, Duke of Brittany in 1381,
was the first order of chivalry to accept women; however,
female knights existed for centuries in many places in the
world prior to this. Like their male counterparts, they were
distinguished by the flying of colored banners and generally bore a coat of arms.

Medieval shoe types varied in their material and styles
during different medieval eras. In France, Spain, and
Italy a popular type of sandal called alpargata was famous during the medieval times. The existence of this
kind of shoe in Europe is documented since at least
1322, when it was described for the first time with its
current Catalan name, Espadrilles or espardenyes.
Traditional alpargatas have a canvas upper with the toe
and vamp cut in one piece and seamed to the rope
sole at the sides. Often they have laces at the throat
that are wrapped around the ankle to hold the shoes
securely in place.

One woman who participated in tournaments was Joane
Agnes Hotot (born 1378), but she was not the only one.
Additionally, women adopted certain forms of regalia
which became closely associated with the status of
knighthood. Isobel, Countess of Buchan: (A.D. 12961358) Isobel MacDuff left her husband, the Earl of Buchan (Taking the finest warhorses with her), to fight for the
Bruce, a cause of which her husband did not approve.
The earl went as far as to issue a warrant for her death.
Captured by Edward and taken to England, the countess
of Buchan was imprisoned in a small cage for four years.
She afterwards retired to convent life.

Today’s TOMS alpargata is very similar.

Jeanne de Danpierre, Countess de Montfort: (Abt. 1300 74). (also known as Jane, Countess of Montfort) During
the defense of Hennebont (in which she'd had the misfortune to be besieged by her & her husband's enemies),
she wore armor, rode a warhorse, and sorted out the defense of the city by observing the enemy from the walls.
Jeanne also mobilized the townswomen to defend the
ramparts with makeshift missiles. She broke out from
Hennebont at the head of 300 horsemen, during a French
assault on the walls, and successfully fought her way to
Brest. She later returned with 600 additional men to reinforce the town. Later that same year, she is reported to
have taken part in a sea-skirmish off Guernsey; wearing a
suit of armor at the helm of her ship, and wielding a
sword.

Among the clergy, a type of medieval shoe called
“caligae” were used which was inspired by the boots
worn by Roman soldiers.

Isabelle of England: (A.D. 1285?-1313?) Daughter of Phillippe le Bel of France, wife of Edward II of England. She
took up arms against her husband and his supporters.
When Edward III came to the throne, he forced Isabelle to
flee to Scotland, where, during the ensuing war, she travelled with a defending troop of like-spirited women including two sisters of Nigel and Robert Bruce (Christian, Lady
Bruce and Isobel, Countess of Buchan). Against this
troop of noblewomen, Edward issued a formal proscription. He did capture several and imprison them. Isabelle
he forced to retire to a convent life lest she try further conquests. Phillipa of Hainault: (A.D. 1314?-1369) Queen of
Edward III. In 1346, she led twelve thousand soldiers
against invading Scots, capturing their king, David Bruce.
She was patroness of Chaucer and founded Queen's College.

Original caligae
1st Century BC

Reproduction

Other common types of medieval shoes included calopedes, buskin, corked shoes, and others.
The most common element used in the making of medieval shows was leather. Its quality, however, varied
over the centuries. During the early medieval times,
leather of low quality was used while late medieval
times opened up European trade with the rest of the
world and high quality leather became accessible. Other materials used in making shoes included wool and
fur etc.
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Medieval shoes were made by cobblers who also repaired all types of shoes. However, medieval cobblers
mainly made and repaired shoes for the common people. As for the nobility, they had their own shoemaker
who was known as a cordwainer. He made luxury
shoes with various styles that were exclusive to the nobility. Compared to the cobblers, cordwainers had more
established businesses.
Medieval shoes among the nobility changed from simpler shoes during the early medieval times to more stylish and sturdier shoes during the late medieval times.
During the middle medieval times, closed shoes with a
pointed front were also used by the nobility.

Necrology

Chvse. Faye Audrey Taylor Hopkins, DCTJ
January 6, 2019
Services to be held on

Saturday, February 9, 3 PM
St. Mary’s Episcopal Church
1307 Holmes Street, KCMO

COMMANDERY MEETING
The Commandery of St. Mary
the Virgin will meet on
Sunday, March 3 at
St. Mary’s Episcopal Church
13th & Holmes Street
from 12:30-4:00 PM

Byzantine Medieval Shoes

Knights and Dames are encouraged to attend the morning service beginning at 10 AM and to
bring non-perishable food goods
for the Downtown Outreach Program.

Various kinds of medieval shoes were popular among
the men. Common villagers used shoes that came up to
the knees and were wrapped around the front with the
laces. Medieval shoes for nobility and knights, on the
other hand, were made of high quality synthetic leather
and had low heels. These shoes were available in various styles.
Just like men, medieval shoes for women also maintained a distinction between the nobility and the common people. One popular type of medieval shoes for
women was turnshoes. These shoes were made of
thick and soft leather. Among the peasant women,
leather of low quality was used and shoes of wool and
fur were also common.

Priory of St. Louis the Crusader

2019 Spring Convent
March 30, 2019
St. Charles MO
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Prior’s
Perspective
Happy 2019 Spring to my fellow
Knights and Dames,

Spring is always a great time to celebrate the end of one season and the
beginning of new growth for the next.
May you enjoy the transition of green
grass and colorful flowers coming up!
This year I finished my two years as Prior and am extending best wishes to the new administration who were installed at the March convent. I have found my years to be
fulfilling personally, and very successful as a community.
We have helped many groups and individuals locally, nationally, and internationally. I am proud to have been a
part of that support to those in need.
Recently I read an article I would like to share as a pass
the torch onward. I do not know the author, but the message is important:
“May you always find serenity and tranquility in
God’s presence. May you see your future as one filled
with promise and possibilities. May a kind word, a reassuring touch, a warm smile be yours every day of your life,
and may you give these gifts as well as receive them.”
Thank you for the time I was able to serve as Prior.
May God always send blessings your way.
Chvse. Marilyn Geery, GCTJ , CMTJ
Prior X

Quiet Conversations
Do you ever talk to yourself?
Sometimes when I am working
on a project, I find it helpful to
think aloud, working through
my options . If someone catches me in my “conversation” it
can be a little embarrassing.
It’s a little more embarrassing
when they find me answering
myself.

The psalmists often talked to
themselves in the Psalms. The
author of Psalm 116 is no exception. In verse 7 he writes, “return to your rest, my
soul, for the Lord has been good to you.” Reminding
himself of God’s kindness and faithfulness in the past is
a practical comfort and help to him in the present. We
see “conversations” like this frequently in the Psalms. In
Psalm 103:1 David tells himself, “Praise the Lord, my
soul; all my inmost being, praise his holy name.” And in
Psalm 62.5 he affirms, “Yes, my soul, find rest in God;
my hope comes from Him.”
It is good to remind ourselves of God’s faithfulness and
the hope we have in him. We can follow the example of
the psalmist and spend some time naming the many
ways God has been good to us.
In our Convent ceremony we remind all Knights and
Dames that by the gracious gift of God we are Templars, descendants of the Poor Knights of the Temple
whose first home was found in the confines of the Temple Mount in Jerusalem. It was their custom to pray and
meditate on the Word of God and the meaning of their
work. Therefore, we must never forget to meditate and
pray every day. As we do, we will be encouraged. The
same God who has been faithful in the past will continue His love for us in the future.

Fraternally Yours,

Non nobis Domine
Dr. Chev. Peter L. Heineman, GOTJ
Commander

Grand C&I
Milwaukee WI 23-28 May 2019

Saddles of the Crusades

In the Early Middle Ages (5th-10th centuries), the saddle was
made only of leather, with a padding of wool or horse hair.
The stirrups were the only difference with the Celtic horn saddle the Romans had used. The stirrups were short so the
riders had their legs flexed all the time. This way, they easily
controlled their horses and could turn around in their saddles.
It was useful because cavalry fought mainly with swords,
maces, axes and javelins, so the riders didn’t have much
reach but they had precision.
Eastern European, Muslims and Asian riders kept using this
kind of saddle until the 14th century because it was the best
for horse-archers and feigned retreats: they could turn
around and shot without changing the horse’s direction.

Messengers, hunters, nobles riding for pleasure used
simpler saddles:

In the late 10th century, in Europe they started using saddles
with a wooden frame (called tree), pommels (on the front)
and cannels (on the back), with longer stirrups. This kind of
saddle sacrificed mobility of the rider and control of the
horse, but allowed for a better use of lances, held at arm’s
length, transferring all the momentum of the charge.

In the 12th century, lances were used tucked under the arm
(couched lance) and cavalry became mainly a shock force.
Pommels and cannels became higher, sometimes reinforced
with steel, so they could maintain the rider on the saddle
even after an impact.
From the 14th century until the end of the Middle Ages, they
would get even higher, as lances became longer and heavi-
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Women either rode in
the same saddles as
men or, after the 13th
century, in special side
saddles. Although they
were meant to be more
comfortable than normal saddle, from modern recreations they
seem to be a torture
after a long trip.
And of course with saddles come saddle sores.
Saddle sores first pop up (no pun intended) on the
taint of history during the First Crusade, when in
1095 Urban II, the new Pope, called for a Crusade to
liberate Jerusalem from Muslim forces and also to
aid the Byzantine Empire which was under Muslim
attack.” (Wikipedia: Godfrey of Bouillon). This was
bad news for the Roman Knights who had to ride
horseback from Western Europe to Constantinople. In his book, “Worlds at War,” Anthony Pagden
described the scene: “They arrived in groups between November and May of the following year, hungry, bespattered, saddle-sore, weary and often despondent.” Without chamois cream, a “despondent”
mood is putting it politely.

Stirrups
One of the most important advances in military technology
came with the invention of the stirrup. The stirrup allowed
warriors on horseback to use the power of horse and rider to
deliver more powerful spear thrusts from a mounted position.
With the stirrup, riders could rest the lance between the upper arm and the body to create a steadier, more effective
fighting position. Stirrups also allowed horsemen to stand in
the saddle and use their swords to chop down on their opponents. This small invention revolutionized military strategy
and techniques on the medieval battlefield — especially
among the Franks who became well-known for their use of
heavy cavalry — but when did the stirrup actually reach
Western Europe?
The English word "stirrup" stems from Old English stirap,
stigrap, Middle English stirop, styrope, i.e. a mounting or
climbing-rope. From Old English stīgan "to ascend".
Stirrups are most likely
a Chinese invention,
appearing in that region
sometime in the 5th
century, possibly even
earlier. Historians and
archaeologists debate
when they actually arrived in Western Europe. Walther Veeck,
author of Die Alemannen in Württemberg, and H. Muller-Karpe, author of Hessische Funde von der Altstenizeit bis zume fruhen Mittelaltar,
both claim the stirrup came to Germany in the late seventh
century. Their claims are based on excavations at Andelfingen, Oetlingen, and Pfahlheim in Wurrtemberg, though
Veeck’s inventory at Andelfingen does not include stirrups
and neither does his source.
At Oetlingen, an iron spur and bit appeared in one grave
without stirrups, but in a neighboring grave, stirrups did
emerge. The Pfahleim cemetery includes seven horse burials, and of these seven, only one contained stirrups.
Some historians point to the grave of an Alemanic chieftan in
Alsace to prove the Germans did not have stirrups in the late
seventh century, as evidence by the lack of stirrups in this
prominent chieftain’s grave, which was found with a complete
set of horse equipment but no stirrups. These historians believe the stirrup did not arrive in Germany until the early
eighth century.
Western art does not really provide us a clearer picture of
when the stirrups fist came to medieval Western Europe. Artists in the early Middle Ages did not concern themselves with
naturalism, and as a result, depictions in art often lagged behind reality. The stirrup does not show up in Middle Eastern
or Byzantine art until the late eighth or early ninth century,
and there is a similar lag in Western art, though Frankish art
does begin to depict stirrups a few decades earlier than
Greek art. Two horsemen wearing stirrups do appear on panels of the altar of Sant’ Ambrogio in Milan around 840. Also,
in the Golden Psalter of St. Gall from the second half of the
ninth century, there are seven riders in its miniatures who are
shown wearing stirrups.
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It is, however, in archaeology and not in art history
that the true evidence of the diffusion of the stirrup
into medieval Western Europe appears. At the time
of Charles Martel, in the early eighth century, the
verbs insilire and desilire, used in reference to getting
on and off horses, were replaced by scandere equos
and descendere, referring to the fact that someone
must step when mounting or dismounting as opposed
to leaping.
An even more
convincing set
of evidence is
found in the
drastic change
in the group of
weapons used
by the Franks
at that time.
The fransisca
and the ango,
both staples of
the Frankish
infantry, disappeared while
swords used for horsemen became longer. Also, the
Franks developed a spear with a heavier stock and
spurs below the blade, which soon became the typical Carolingian wing-spear, featuring a cross-piece.
These spurs prevented too deep a penetration of the
lance — which could only have occurred with the full
momentum of a horse, fitted with stirrups, and rider
wielding the lance under his arm — thus making it
easier for the rider to withdraw his lance from his opponent. Under previous conditions — without stirrups
— a horseman could never have impaled his enemy
so deeply as to require the need for barbs on his
spear. Such it was that Charles Martel took advantage of this technology, and with the combined
force of rider, horse, stirrups, and lance, changed the
face of the medieval battlefield for decades to come.

COMMANDERY
MEETING
The Commandery of St. Mary
the Virgin will meet on
Sunday, April 28, 2019
St. Mary’s Episcopal Church
13th & Holmes Street
beginning at 12:30 PM

The heavy doors of
the Grosse Tour still
exist and are kept at
Château de Vincennes.
The kings of France
were happy with the
situation until the
end of the 13th century. Philip Augustus even entrusted
some of his treasures to them in
1190, before leaving
on the Third Crusade, and Saint
Louis did not take
offence when, in
1254, Henry III of
England stayed at the Temple rather than in his own palace on the Ile de la Cité (the site of the Palais de Justice).
But Philip the Fair could not tolerate this wealthy state
within his state.

The Paris Temple
The great wealth the Templars had acquired through
gifts bestowed upon them by appreciative Christians enabled them to purchase vast estates. One such estate
was situated on the eastern edge of Paris, close to today's Hôtel de Ville, where a group of them settled in
1139.

After trials, false accusations, humiliations, torture and the
burning of 54 Templars on Ile aux Juifs (now the southern
edge of Place Dauphine), the French branch of the Order
was disbanded in 1313. On 12 March 1314, Jacques de
Molay, Grand Master of the Temple, was brought to the
stake on l'Ile aux Juifs, where, in the presence of the
King, he thundered out prophecies about the King's and
the Pope's impending encounter with God. Both Philip the
Fair and Pope Clement V were to die that year.

To the north east lay stretches of marshland, remnants
of the ancient branch of the Seine that had once flowed
down from the heights of Belleville, east of Paris. It took
the Templars barely a century to turn it into the market
garden (marais) of the capital, emulating the monks of
Saint Martin des Champs who had dried up the swamps
on the western fringe of the future arrondissement a century earlier. Having redeemed the land, they moved to its
north-eastern edge, where they built a fortified compound, l'Enclos du Temple, which also served as their
European headquarters.

As for their possessions, they were seized by the throne
and handed over to the rivalling order of the Hospitalers
then into those of the Order of Malta. They stayed at the
Enclos duTemple until the French Revolution and were
disbanded by Napoleon in the early 19th century.

The enclosure originally featured a number of buildings
important to the running of the Order, and included a
church and a massive turreted keep known as Grosse
Tour (great tower), and a smaller tower called Tour de
César (Caesar's Tower).

By the early 17th century, the Marais flourished as the
aristocratic neighborhood of Paris. The Temple became
the place where the French royal family was jailed at the
time of the Revolution. King Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette were kept at the Temple until their execution on 21
January 1793.
By 1808, the Temple had become a place of pilgrimage
for royalists, so Napoleon ordered its demolition, which
took two years. Remnants were demolished around 1860
under orders from Napoleon III.
Excavations in the area have revealed drainage ditches
achieved by the Templar monks, remnants of the prior's
house and a 16th century cooler, and bones dating from
the time of the Templars at the site of an old Templar
cemetery.
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Grief Ministry

As a Chaplin and
Healthcare Administrator
few things in life are more
stressful than the loss of a
spouse. Becoming a widow
or widower can lead to depression and chronic stress
that shortens lifespans.
Loneliness can be particularly strong in bereaved seniors, activating depressive
symptoms, according to a recent study. This downward
spiral can be hard to stop.
Loneliness and depression in seniors who have lost a
spouse can lead to major health risks, including suicide.
Risky behavior such as smoking, drug or alcohol abuse,
failure to care for their-self or becoming inactive may increase. The risk of dementia also rises.
Mental health professionals need to realize that loneliness
and depression related to bereavement can have negative
health consequences. Social support alone is often not
enough to do the trick. Behavioral therapy can usually do
more to curb negative thinking and help spouses cope.
Not everyone needs intervention. There are many differences in individual loss, such as whether it was sudden or
occurred over many years. However, professionals may be
able to predict the surviving spouse’s response based on
the relationship the spouses had. Research shows that a
widow who was highly dependent on her spouse is more
likely to develop problems with anxiety after that person’s
death. Strong closeness during a marriage often leads to
greater loneliness for the surviving spouse.
Medication cannot solve or replace this loss in your life! We
must encourage social engagement, that might come from
a church group, hunting club, cards, walking, hiking…
whatever the action! My Grandfather was a Widow for 25+
years, and he said a stream not moving grows stagnant~!
Smart advise from an Elder!!
The Priory of St. Louis the Crusader and the Commandery
of St. Mary the Virgin has started a Grief Ministry Program
for Knights & Dames. If you have a referral, please contact
Dr. Kendall Brune, or Russ Sifer at:
KBrune2339@gmail.com or Russ@valomilk.com.
You need not be a Knight or Dame to receive ministry.

Safety Briefing

When you travel by air, before
the flight begins an airline employee presents a safety briefing, which includes what to do
if there is a drop in cabin pressure. I have to admit, after flying for many years I don’t pay
attention. Passengers are told
that oxygen masks will drop
from the compartment above
their head and they are to put
one on themselves before helping others. Why? Because before you can help anyone else,
you need to be physically alert yourself.
When Paul wrote to Timothy, he stressed the importance of maintaining his own spiritual health before
helping and serving others. He reminded Timothy of his
many responsibilities as pastor: There were false teachings to contend with (1 TIM.4:1-5) and wrong doctrines to
correct (W. 6-8). But to discharge his duties well, what
was most important was to “watch [his] life and doctrine
closely [and] persevere in them” (V. 16). He needed to
take care of his own relationship with the Lord first before he could attend to others.
What Paul told Timothy applies to us too. Each day we
encounter people who do not know the Lord. When we
tank up on our spiritual oxygen first through time in
God’s Word, prayer, and the enabling of the Holy Spirit,
we keep our relationship right with God. Then we will be
spiritually alert to help others.
Fraternally Yours,
Non nobis Domine

Dr. Chev. Peter L. Heineman, GOTJ
Commander

Those who had signed an oath to take up the cross could
“redeem” their pledge by a cash payment if they had second thoughts or were prevented by age, infirmity or lack of
military ability from actually making the journey. That individuals, including of course the recruiters, could launch
brilliant careers selling the Crusades is hardly evidence of
cynicism: Doing well by doing good was as much a part of
crusading as it is of political campaigns today.
The fiscal records of the reign of Richard the Lionheart
demonstrate that royal officials could accurately calculate
that it would cost £2,402 (plus 18 shillings and 4 pence) to
pay for 790 soldiers to be transported in 33 ships for Richard’s crusade in 1190.

Clerics, Conquerors, and
Quartermasters

Some logistical challenges were familiar: The European
aristocracy had been professional warriors for centuries.
But while the challenges of crusading in the Iberian Peninsula, the Baltic and the South of France resembled those
of inter-Christian warfare, the Crusades to the eastern
Mediterranean presented challenges unseen since the
disappearance of the Roman military a half a millennium
before.

from How to Plan a Crusade by Christopher Tyerman

Napoleon probably never said, “In war there is nothing
so rare as a plan,” and if he did, he didn’t mean it. Mobilizing a population to a war footing; recruiting, motivating
and funding an army; and mastering the complex logistics necessary to equip, feed, transport, resupply and
sustain thousands of fighting men in hostile territory
have always required meticulous planning. Anyone who
thinks that, in the Middle Ages, thousands of fanatic
knights simply swarmed across the Mediterranean to
liberate Jerusalem without careful planning and organization has seen “Monty Python and the Holy Grail” too
many times.

Monarchs not only needed to raise massive amounts of
money, which they accomplished through new taxes
(including what might be called the first income tax), but
also had to create a whole supply-and-transport infrastructure that would sustain an army thousands of miles away
from home for years on end. They needed to create strong
domestic institutions to govern their kingdoms while they
were absent for years. And they needed to contract for
passage with Italian cities (who alone had the ships,
crews, and experience to transport armies across the sea)
or else had to negotiate with the rulers of Hungary and
especially the Byzantine Empire if they were to attempt to
lead their armies by land.

Today the belief that God willed the liberation of lands
conquered centuries before by Muslims—as well as the
eradication of pagans in the Baltics and the slaughter of
so-called heretics in southern France and Italy—may
seem perverse. But at the time highly trained clerics argued that crimes had been committed, not simply
against Christians but Christ himself, crimes that required punishment by all Christians of good faith.

All this required voluminous record-keeping, from the rolls
kept of those who had taken the oath (and thus had to
show up and be paid or pay up not to show) right down to
the precise numbers of horseshoes, cured pigs’ carcasses, cheese, beans, arrows and crossbow bolts needed for
the armies. By and large, Crusade commanders solved
the logistical and financial problems: No rulers went bankrupt, regardless of how disastrous the actual military expeditions turned out to be. In fact, crusading strengthened
rather than diminished royal power and prerogative.

Once this premise was accepted by the papacy and
church hierarchy, recruiters and fundraisers fanned out
across Western Europe in elaborately planned and often
extremely successful campaigns to sign up warriors and
to raise funds to send them against the perceived enemy. University-educated clerics were particularly good at
developing complex, rational arguments in support of
crusading, which they disseminated in public assemblies, learned treatises and letters.

But if the logistical and financial planning of the Crusades
was brilliant, the same cannot be said of the military’s
command and control, especially in the crusades to the
eastern Mediterranean. As a result, apart from the First
Crusade, which by chance took place when divisions between Syria and Egypt allowed for the astonishing feat of
capturing Jerusalem in 1099 and establishing a Latin Kingdom, these Crusades were at best indecisive and often
catastrophic failures. Crusade armies were made up of
trans-European units under different and often mutually
hostile commands; while in theory they were under the
aegis of the papacy, papal legates were in no position to
dictate to the kings and great aristocrats who led the armies. The result was often what one might have imagined
among the Allies had there been no Eisenhower to prepare and execute the Normandy landing: Kings and commanders jockeyed for precedence, feuded among themselves and abandoned expeditions at crucial moments.

Nor were the audiences of these publicists and recruiters simple souls, easily moved to take the cross: Skeptical and no-nonsense nobles, knights, merchants and
commoners had to be convinced by spiritual and temporal inducements. Chief among the former were indulgences, the promise of remission of purgatorial suffering
should they join an approved Crusade. Among the latter
were legal guarantees that froze their debts, exempted
them and their families from taxes and protected them
from lawsuits.
Crusades were expensive: Leaders needed to pay for
weapons, horses, armor and supplies for extended campaigns. Even the most devout knight or lord expected to
be paid for his service—as did his men at arms, quartermasters, cooks, servants and the ship masters and
crews who were vital for transport and resupply.
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continued.

This trouvère is typical of songs of departure and separation, when a crusader expresses his pain and sadness
as he reluctantly leaves his lover for the Holy Land.

Nor did commanders have a clear understanding of the
size, capabilities or resources of their enemies. Human
intelligence came primarily from the Byzantines, uncertain
allies at best, who both feared crusader intentions
(rightly) and recognized the need to come to terms with
the Muslim powers in the region. Additional information
came from Italian merchant communities that were actively engaged in trading with the Islamic world, in defiance of papal prohibitions.

I. Departure from the sweet land where lives my beauteous one has put me into great sadness; I am constrained
to leave the one I have loved the most in order to serve
the Lord God my creator, and yet I belong completely to
Love, since I leave it all my heart and my thoughts: if my
body goes to serve Our Lord, I have not forgotten true
love on this account.

Something of a grand strategy did emerge: Early on, crusaders realized Jerusalem could not be secured without
defeating Egypt, and into the 14th century missionaries
such as William of Adam proposed comprehensive if illusory economic, military and cultural plans for isolating
Egypt, cutting off its nautical trade routes and defeating it
on the battlefield. In reality, however, expeditions against
Egypt were disasters, as were attempts to make common
cause with Mongols to the east. The armies marshaled by
Western powers were hopelessly outmatched by the
wealth, manpower and sophistication of the enemy. The
abiding flaw in crusade strategy remained the impossible
legacy of 1099, a cultural imperative in the end lacking
adequate material reserves to be sustained, relying on an
ideology that limited the necessary pragmatic accommodation to local conditions to succeed. Military adventures,
however well planned and ideologically compelling, must
in the end confront realities on the ground. Perhaps Napoleon meant to say: In war there is nothing so rare as a
plan that succeeds.

II. Love, this is too hard a parting, when I am forced to
leave the best lady who ever existed or who was ever
born; in her is all beauty and worth, and none should
marvel if I weep at this; when my body goes to fulfil its
destiny, see how my noble heart has already begun its
return journey, musing and longing after my lady.

III. Lady, in whom is my death and my life, I depart from
you more grief-stricken than I say; henceforth you have
my heart in your power: keep it, or you have betrayed
me. God, where shall I go? Shall I utter loud laments or
cries when I am constrained to divide myself from my
noble heart and leave it with the one who has never left
me part of hers?
IV. Love justly thanks the false lover for the profit it receives from him, but I obtain no pity; it trusts the flatterer
and the fraud, but I trust entirely to noble service; my
loyalty, I know this well, deprives me of the joy which I
have rightly deserved; it greatly grieves me that I ever set
eyes on her, when on her account true love so defies
me.

A Crusade song
is any vernacular lyric poem
about the Crusades. Crusade
songs were
popular in the
High Middle
Ages: 106 survive in Occitan,
forty in Old French, thirty in Middle High German, two in
Italian, and one in Old Castilian.

Crusade song

V. Sweet lady, whom my heart does not forget, for God’s
sake please do not forget me! Never will I ever seek another love; for God’s sake, I beseech you, do not seek
another lover! But if I learn that you are mocking me, I
shall not die entirely, but only half; however you will not
make an enemy of me if loyalty is not my enemy.
VI. At the moment of departure, sweet lady, I beg you,
whatever a flatterer may say to you, do not forget me,
and towards you I in turn will never behave basely.

The Crusade song was not confined to the topic of the
Latin East, but could concern the Reconquista in Spain,
the Albigensian Crusade in Languedoc, or the political
crusades in Italy. The first Crusade to be accompanied by
songs, none of which survive, was the Crusade of 1101,
of which William IX of Aquitaine wrote, according to Orderic Vitalis. From the Second Crusade survive one
French and ten Occitan songs. The Third and Fourth Crusades generated many songs in Occitan, French, and
German. Occitan troubadours dealt especially with the
Albigensian campaigns in the early thirteenth century, but
their decline thereafter left the later Crusades—Fifth,
Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth—to be covered primarily by
the German Minnesinger and French trouvères.

COMMANDERY
MEETING
The Commandery of St. Mary
the Virgin will meet on
Sunday, July 14, 2019
St. Mary’s Episcopal Church
13th & Holmes Street
beginning at 12:30 PM
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The Hospitallers

In 1834 the Knights of Malta became permanently
established in Rome. From
1805 they were ruled by
lieutenants until Pope Leo
XIII revived the office of
grand master in 1879. A
new constitution containing
a more precise definition of
both the religious and the
sovereign status of the
order was adopted in
1961, and a code was issued in 1966.

The origin of the Hospitallers was an 11th-century hospital
founded in Jerusalem by Italian merchants from Amalfi to
care for sick and poor pilgrims. After the Christian conquest of Jerusalem in 1099 during the First Crusade, the
hospital’s superior, a monk named Gerard, intensified his
work in Jerusalem and founded hostels in Provençal and
Italian cities on the route to the Holy Land. The order was
formally named and recognized on February 15, 1113, in
a papal bull issued by Pope Paschal II. Raymond de Puy,
who succeeded Gerard in 1120, substituted the Augustinian rule for the Benedictine and began building the power
of the organization. It acquired wealth and lands and combined the task of tending the sick with defending the Crusader kingdom. Along with the Templars, the Hospitallers
became the most formidable military order in the Holy
Land. The first known sister was Adelaide, who became
a female Hospitaller during a chapter meeting of the Hospitallers of Saint-Gilles and Trinquetaille in 1146.

Although the order no
longer exercises territorial
rule, it issues passports,
and its sovereign status is
recognized by the Holy
See and some other Roman Catholic states..

When the Muslims recaptured Jerusalem in 1187, the
Hospitallers removed their headquarters first to Margat
and then, in 1197, to Acre. When the Crusader principalities came to an end after the fall of Acre in 1291, the Hospitallers moved to Limassol in Cyprus. In 1309 they acquired Rhodes, which they came to rule as an independent state, with right of coinage and other attributes of sovereignty. Under the order’s rule, the master (grand master
from c. 1430) was elected for life (subject to papal confirmation) and ruled a celibate brotherhood of knights, chaplains, and serving brothers. For more than two centuries
these Knights of Rhodes were the scourge of Muslim
shipping on the eastern Mediterranean. They constituted
the last Christian outpost in the East.

Interpreters
Christian crusaders were called Faranji – Franks – by
Muslims, during the Crusades, but not all spoke
French (not even the Franks themselves), so bilingual
individuals were required to interpret these polyglot
multinational armies.
Interpreters earned excellent wages despite whom
they worked for. There was a scarcity of people
versed in more than one language and as a result,
Interpreters were highly sought after by kings and
monarchs. Not only did an Interpreter serve to reveal
information about captured foreign troops, but also he
could compose letters, laws and doctrines that helped
with the subjugation of foreign territories.

By the 15th century the Turks had succeeded the Arabs
as the protagonists of militant Islam, and in 1522 Süleyman the Magnificent laid final siege to Rhodes. After six
months the Knights capitulated and on January 1, 1523,
sailed away with as many of the citizens as chose to follow them. For seven years the wandering Knights were
without a base, but in 1530 the Holy Roman emperor
Charles V gave them the Maltese archipelago in return,
among other things, for the annual presentation of a falcon to his viceroy of Sicily. The superb leadership of the
grand master Jean Parisot de la Valette prevented Süleyman the Magnificent from dislodging the Knights from
Malta in 1565 in one of the most famous sieges in history,
which ended in a Turkish disaster. What was left of the
Turkish navy was permanently crippled in 1571 at the Battle of Lepanto by the combined fleets of several European
powers that included the Knights of Malta. The Knights
then proceeded to build a new Maltese capital, Valletta,
named after la Valette. In it they built great defense works
and a hospital of grand dimensions that attracted many
physically and mentally ill patients from outside Malta.
Thereafter the Knights continued as a territorial sovereign
state in Malta but gradually gave up warfare and turned
wholly to territorial administration and to medical care. In
1798, however, their reign in Malta came to an end, when
Napoleon, on his way to Egypt, occupied the island. The
order’s return to Malta was provided for in the Treaty of
Amiens (1802) but eliminated by the Treaty of Paris
(1814), which assigned Malta to Great Britain.

Also it was necessary throughout the Medieval Ages
to hold meetings, conversations and diplomatic gatherings with nobles and ruling members of many foreign countries. Therefore the Interpreter held an elite
position and was often given rank, land and titles in
exchange for his or her valuable services.

GPUSA Member

Network

The long-awaited social media
application that allows communication with other Knights and
Dames via your smartphone
and/or tablet is now available.

To download the SMOTJ-GPUSA app using your
phone or tablet. The Android version is in the Play
Store, so it's as straightforward to install as any other
app. For an IOS version, go to: http://ourapp.link/smotj
-gpusa and follow the instructions described.
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You Are Called to
be a Minister

You are called to be a minister for Christ in God’s
world today. Maybe not
called to go to seminary
and be ordained a minister
like my late wife, but you
are called to be a Lay Minister through your Baptismal Covenant.
I come from the Episcopal tradition. In our Book of Common Prayer we have “An Outline of the Faith commonly
called the Catechism.” It states, “The ministers of the
Church are the lay persons, bishops, priests and deacons.” It goes on to say “The ministry of lay persons is to
represent Christ and his Church; to bear witness to him
wherever they may be; and, according to the gifts given
them, carry on Christ’s work of reconciliation the world…”
I think other Christian traditions have a similar outline of
faith.
I am not a deacon, a priest or a bishop but I do consider
myself a Lay Minister, “ordained” through my Baptismal
Covenant to be the hands and feet of Christ. As a Templar I believe we are called to fight for Jesus, not with
swords, but with our lives. In our Baptismal Covenant we
are charged with “proclaiming by word and example the
Good news of God in Christ” and this, I believe, makes us
Evangelists. We are also charged to “seek and serve
Christ in all persons, loving our neighbors as ourselves”
and I believe this makes us Servants. And further, we are
charged to “strive for justice and peace among all people,
and respect the dignity of every human being” and this, I
believe, makes us Prophets.
I went on my pilgrimage to the Holy Land in 2016 with
many fellow Templars. We went to the Jordan River
where we believe Jesus was baptized by John. As Jesus
was baptized there to begin his ministry, we too have
been baptized to carry on the ministry of Jesus. Please
ponder the concept of being a minister for Christ. How do
we do this as Templars? We will begin to explore this
next.

Ham and Eggs

In the fable of the chicken and
the pig, the two animals discuss opening a restaurant together. As they plan their menu
the chicken suggests they
serve ham and eggs. The pig
swiftly objects saying, “No
thanks. I’d be committed, but
you only have to be involved.”
Although the pig didn’t care to
put himself on the platter, his
understanding of commitment
is instructive as we learn to
better follow God with our whole heart.
To protect his kingdom, Asa, king of Judah, sought to
break up a treaty between the kings of Israel and Aram.
To accomplish this, he sent personal treasure along
with “silver and gold out of the treasuries of the Lord’s
temple” to secure favor with Ben-Hadad, the king of
Aram (2 CHRON.16:2). Ben-Hadad agreed and their joint
forces repelled Israel.
But God’s prophet Hanani called Asa foolish for relying
on human help instead of God who had delivered other
enemies into their hands. Hanani asserted, “The eyes of
the Lord range throughout the earth to strengthen those
whose hearts are fully committed to Him” (V.9).
As we face our own battles and challenges, let us remember that God is our best ally. He strengthens us
when we are willing to “serve up” a whole-hearted commitment to Him.
Fraternally Yours,
Non nobis Domine

Dr. Chev. Peter L. Heineman, GOTJ
Commander

Russell Sifers, KCTJ
Chancellor
The

Sovereign Military Order of the Temple of Jerusalem®
Autonomous Grand Priory of the United States of America

Sergeants

In Palestine, there were different priorities. The Templars in the Crusader States needed thousands of men
to run and garrison the many castles
they controlled. A crusader castle
was as much a self-contained village
as a monastery. Inside its walls there
were continual building and fortification works, crops to be dried, olives
to be pressed, mills to be worked for
flour, animals to be raised and
slaughtered, meat and fish to be salted, weapons to be forged and maintained, and vast storerooms to be
filled in preparation for winter and for
war. Many of these tasks were undertaken by the sergeants.

Whenever Templars appear in books
or films, it is always the knights of the
Order in their flowing white surcoats,
hacking their way through the dust of
battle. But to function properly, the
Order needed more than squadrons
of combat-hardened knights. There
was a threefold division of the ranks
of the Templars: the noble knights,
the non-noble sergeants, and the
chaplains.
The Temple Rule of 1129 AD described Sergeants as those “who wish
to serve in charity in the Order of the
Temple for the salvation of their
souls”, and established that they are
enrolled by giving their
“commitments” (Rule 67). Sergeants
were issued official Templar uniforms,
but their tunics were black in color, to
distinguish them from the Knights who
wore light sand-colored tunics (Rule
68).

To cope with the Templars’ extensive
military duties, there was an additional group of sergeants in Palestine: a
large, specialized corps whose primary task was fighting alongside the
knights. These military sergeants
were a vital part of the Templars’
combat forces. Although they fought on horseback (a rare
privilege for non-noblemen), they did not take part in the
knights’ heavy cavalry charge. Instead, they followed up
immediately behind the charge to contain the scattering
enemy and control the melée, allowing the knights time to
turn and re-engage. These military sergeants were under
the command of the Order’s Turcopolier, and played a
critical role in the Templars’ battlefield domination.

The word Sergeant, from the 12th century Old French word
‘sergent’ or ‘serjant’, means a soldier who is an official of a
court of nobility. Sergeants could fight either as heavy to
light cavalry, or as well trained professional infantry, either
spearmen or crossbowmen. Most notable medieval mercenaries fell into the "sergeant" class, such as Flemish crossbowmen and spearmen, who were seen as reliable quality
troops. By 1300 AD the duties of a Sergeant included enforcing judgments and orders of state, taking on the role of
a sheriff. Later in the 14th century this became known as
“Sergeant at Arms”. During the Renaissance period ca.
1545 AD, Sergeant was recognized as a special type of
military “non-commissioned officer” or “warrant officer”, essentially a skilled soldier who served the Crown as an independent professional.

Although Templar sergeants were by definition socially
inferior to the knights, the Order promoted them higher
than they were ever likely to rise in civilian life. Many ran
Commanderies in Europe, and five of the Order’s senior
positions were reserved exclusively for sergeants, including the Commander of the Vault of the Acre, who was the
Admiral of the Templars’ powerful naval fleet.
Another indication of the sergeants’ importance was that
the council of ‘wise/chivalrous men’ (prodomes) formed on
the death of a Grand Master to elect the next one had to
be made up of eight knights, four sergeants, and a chaplain.

Although the Templars’ larger Commanderies in European
cities were home to knights busy with the Order’s administration and political relationships, the hundreds of smaller
Commanderies and ‘granges’ scattered across the countryside lay at the heart of a vast international property and
farming empire. These rural European Commanderies
were the domain of thousands of sergeants.

The ratio of sergeants to knights varied according to time
and place. In Europe, many commanderies were staffed
exclusively by sergeants. And in some Palestinian castles,
sergeants outnumbered knights nine to one. On average,
the ratio was around three to one. For instance, in the late
1200s, the Order had perhaps 2,000 sergeants and 600
knights in Palestine.

When the sergeants were not attending services in the
Commanderies’ small chapels, they generated the rental
incomes and rural produce (agriculture and livestock) to
fund the resource-hungry war effort in the East.
Another role undertaken by sergeants was caring for pilgrims and the sick, as the Templars, like many of the later
military orders who copied them (like the Hospitallers, the
Teutonic Knights, and the Order of Lazarus) operated hospices and infirmaries throughout Christendom, especially
along major pilgrim routes.

To ensure maximum manpower, as with the knights, sergeants could join for a fixed period if they did not want to
make a permanent commitment to the Order.
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Choir Monks and Conversi

Lay brothers were sometimes distinguished from their
brethren by some difference in their habit: for instance,
the Cistercian lay brother previously wore a brown tunic,
instead of white, with the black scapular; in choir they
wore a large cloak, instead of a cowl; the Vallombrosan
lay brothers wore a cap instead of a hood, and their
habit was shorter; the English Benedictine lay brothers
wore a hood of a different shape from that of the choir
monks, and no cowl; a Dominican lay brother would
wear a black, instead of a white, scapular.

Traditional monasteries faced an identical challenge, and
many turned to the most obvious solution in addition to paid
staff: two types of monks; the choir monks and the lay
brothers.

Lay sisters were found in most of the orders of women,
and their origin, like that of the lay brothers, is to be
found in the necessity of providing the choir nuns with
more time for the Office and study, as well as creating
the opportunity for the illiterate to join the religious life.
They, too, wore a habit different from those of the choir
sisters.
The system of lay sisters seem to have appeared earlier
than that of lay brothers, being first recorded in a ninth
century hagiography of Saint Denis. In the early medieval period, there was also mention of lay brothers attached to convents of women and of lay sisters attached to monasteries. In both configurations, the two
sexes were strictly kept separate, housed in distinct
buildings.

‘Choir monks’ were educated: trained to read, write, and
chant. As the medieval period progressed, they were increasingly also ordained as priests, and the high-flying frequently had careers that took them to royal courts or the
papal curia.
Medieval monasteries were like self-contained villages. To
manage the hundreds of skilled tasks necessary to keep
them functioning, many had ‘lay brothers’ (often called conversi). These lay brothers took the same monastic vows of
poverty, chastity, and obedience as the choir monks, but
instead of concentrating on theology, administration, or politics, they brought the vital practical abilities, knowledge, and
experience necessary for the monasteries to function.

The Officers of the Priory of St. Louis the Crusader
and the Commandery of St. Mary the Virgin
Request the pleasure of your company at their

The conversi were frequently masons, carpenters, glaziers,
blacksmiths, farriers, cooks, butchers, bakers, millers,
grooms, swineherds, gardeners, and all the other crucial
craftsmen, artisans, and workers the monasteries required.

2019 Fall Convent & Investiture
Postulant Vigil

In early Western monasticism, there was no distinction between lay and choir religious. The majority of St. Benedict's
monks were not clerics, and all performed manual labor, the
word conversi being used only to designate those who had
received the habit late in life, to distinguish them from the
oblati and nutriti. But, by the beginning of the 11th century,
the time devoted to study had greatly increased, thus a
larger proportion of the monks were in Holy Orders, even
though great numbers of illiterate persons had embraced
the religious life. At the same time, it was found necessary
to regulate the position of the famuli, the hired servants of
the monastery, and to include some of these in the monastic family.

Reception 1900-2100 (7:00—9:00 PM) Hours
Vigil 2100-2200 (9:00—10:00 PM) Hours

Friday, 4 October 2019
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Business Meeting
Saturday, 5 October 2018
1030-1330 (10:30 Am—1:30 PM) Hours

Convent, Investiture and Banquet
Saturday, 5 October 2018
Convent & Investiture 1500-1700 (3:00—5:00 PM) Hours

INVITATIONS FORTHCOMING

Cross pattée

Milites Templi (Latin for "Soldiers of the Temple") was
a papal bull issued by Pope Celestine II in 1144. It ordered the clergy to protect the Knights Templar and
encouraged the faithful to contribute to their cause. It
allowed the Templars to make their own collections
once a year, even in areas under interdict. It mentions
“cross” only once:

A cross pattée (or "cross patty" or "cross Pate", known also
as "cross formée/formy" or croix pattée) is a type of Christian cross which has arms narrow at the center, and often
flared in a curve or straight line shape, to be broader at the
perimeter. The word pattée is a French adjective in the
feminine form used in its full context as la croix pattée,
meaning literally "footed cross", from the noun patte,
meaning foot. In German it is called Tatzenkreuz from
Tatze, foot, paw.

“Go forth confidently then, you knights, and repel the foes
of the cross of Christ with a stalwart heart. Know that
neither death nor life can separate you from the love of
God which is in Jesus Christ, and in every peril repeat,
"Whether we live or whether we die, we are the Lord's."

The form appears very early in medieval art, for example in a metalwork treasure binding given to Monza Cathedral by Queen Theodelinda (d. 628), and the 8th century
lower cover of the Lindau Gospels
in the Morgan Library.

The Militia Dei (Latin for Soldiers of God) issued by
Pope Eugene III in 1145 consolidated the Knights Templar's independence from local clerical hierarchies by
giving the Order the right to take tithes and burial fees
and to bury their dead in their own cemeteries. There is
no specific mention of type or color of cross in the bull.
The cross pattée variant does appear in the context of
the Knights Templar towards the end of the Order's
existence, in the late-13th-century frescoes at San
Bevignate, Perugia.

An early English example from the
start of the age of heraldry proper
(i.e. about 1200) is found in the
arms of Baron Berkeley.
Several variants exist including:

In 1947, the Regent issued “modern” Statutes. The
Order was described as “traditionally Catholic, chivalric, cosmopolitan, independent and conservative.” The
Order’s Cross was to be “the traditional Cross of gules
(red) with two arms, inferior being smaller than the superior arm.” This modified patriarch cross seems to
have appeared when Fabre-Palaprat proclaimed himself Patriarch of the Johannite Church.

The cross pattée is sometimes associated with the Knights
Templar, though as with the Teutonic Knights, it was not
used consistently.

During the first four decades of the modern Order’s
history, the red modified patriarchal cross, which is a
trademarked symbol of the SMOTJ, was affixed to the
left breast. By action of the Grand Council, the cross
used on the mantle was changed to a red cross patteé,
effective April 28, 2007. Commensurate with that decision, those Knights and Dames whose robes were originally adorned with the patriarchal cross are granted
the right to wear that cross on their capes in perpetuity.
However, all those Knights and Dames were encouraged to switch to the new cross design to assure uniformity of appearance. The capes of all new Knights
and Dames must be adorned with the red cross patteé.

The papal bull, Omne datum optimum (Latin for "Every
perfect gift", a quotation from the Epistle of James) issued
by Pope Innocent II in 1139 that initially endorsed the Order of the Poor Knights of Christ and of the Temple of Solomon (Knights Templar), in which the Templar Rule was
officially approved, and papal protection given, states:
Although you were by nature sons of wrath, committed to
the pleasures of this age, through inspiring grace you became attentive hearers of the Gospel, having forsaken worldly ostentation and private property, indeed having abandoned the wide path that leads towards death, you humbly
chose the hard way that leads to life and in order to justify
being considered among the knighthood of God you always
bear on your chest the sign of the life-giving cross.
It does not designate what kind of cross or color of cross.

Non Nobis, Domine, Non Nobis, Sed Nomini Tuo Da Glorium
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How Do We Carry
Out Christ’s Mission as Ministers?
Let me start with this. My
late wife Juli was an Episcopal priest. She ended her
worship services with this:
“May the Lord Jesus, who
walks on wounded feet, walk
with you until the end of the road. May the Lord Jesus, who
serves with wounded hands, enable you to serve others.
And may the Lord Jesus, who loves with a wounded heart,
be your love forever. Love God wherever you go this week,
and may you see the Lord Jesus in everyone you meet.”
Then Mother Juli proclaimed God’s blessing and sent us out
to do Christ’s work in God’s world.
So how do we do this?

I think and believe we must be intentional in carrying out
Christ’s ministry as Templars. Jesus walked the streets and
hillsides and reached out to God’s people. We too can
reach out with God’s love. Reach out to all those you see
and encounter. To do this we need to be intentional – we
need to have open eyes to see those people around us, we
need to have open minds to accept all of God’s people, and
open hearts to love all of God’s people where they are and
as they are.
How? How about starting with eye contact and a friendly
smile. This shows God’s people that you recognize and accept them. A gentle word would be good next, “Hello” or I
like for fun, “Howdy.” Then maybe add a gesture of recognizing they exist and are important to God and you – open a
door for them or let them in front of you. often use theatrical gestures which brings laughter and thank yous. These
are simple and easy everyday things we can do share
God’s love for us as Templars and all for God’s people.
Next time I will offer some deeper ways we as Templars can
carry out Christ’s ministry in God’s world today.
nnDnn
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Does it spark joy?

The KonMari Method is professional organizer Marie Kondo's
minimalism-inspired approach
to tackling your stuff categoryby-category rather than roomby-room. “Hold up each item,”
she says, “and ask, ‘Does it
spark joy?” If the answer is yes,
keep it. If the answer is no,
then give it away. While many
people associate her method
with tidying, it's really about
discarding items that lack value. Visualize the life you
want to live — to be less stressed, for example — and
what you need to get there. Anything that won't help on
that journey isn't deserving of your space or you, she
says.
The Apostle Paul urged Christians in Philippi to pursue
joy in their relationship with Christ. “Rejoice in the Lord
always. I will say it again: Rejoice!” (PHIL 4:4). Instead of a
life cluttered with anxiety, he urged them to pray about
everything and let God’s peace guard their hearts and
minds in Christ (VV. 607).
Looking at our everyday tasks and responsibilities, we
see that not all of them are enjoyable. But we can ask,
“How can this spark joy in God’s heart and in my own?”
A change in why we do things can bring a transformation in the way we feel about them.
“Finally, brothers and sisters, whatever is
true...noble...right...pure...lovely...admirable—if anything
is excellent or praiseworthy—think about such
things” (V.8).
Fraternally Yours,
Non nobis Domine

Dr. Chev. Peter L. Heineman, GOTJ
Commander

The exclusive privilege of a guild to produce certain
goods or provide certain services was similar in spirit and
character with the original patent systems that surfaced in
England in 1624. These systems played a role in ending
the guilds' dominance, as trade secret methods were superseded by modern firms directly revealing their techniques, and counting on the state to enforce their legal
monopoly.
Some guild traditions still remain in a few handicrafts, in
Europe especially among shoemakers and barbers.
Some ritual traditions of the guilds were conserved in order organizations such as the Freemasons, deriving from
the Masons Guild, and the Oddfellows, allegedly derived
from various smaller guilds. These are, however, not very
important economically except as reminders of the responsibilities of some trades toward the public.

Guilds

For the most part, medieval guilds limited women's participation, and usually only the widows and daughters of
known masters were allowed in. Even if a woman entered
a guild, she was excluded from guild offices. It's important
to note that while this was the overarching practice, there
were guilds and professions that did allow women's participation, and that the Medieval era was an everchanging, mutable society—especially considering that it
spanned hundreds of years and many different cultures.

The earliest types of guild formed as a confraternities of
tradesmen. They were organized in a manner something
between a professional association, a trade union, a cartel,
and a secret society. They often depended on grants of
letters patent from a monarch or other authority to enforce
the flow of trade to their self-employed members, and to
retain ownership of tools and the supply of materials. A
lasting legacy of traditional guilds are the guildhalls constructed and used as guild meeting-places. Guild members
found guilty of cheating on the public would be fined or
banned from the guild.

Women did have problems with entering healers' guilds,
as opposed to their relative freedom in trade or craft
guilds. Their status in healers' guilds were often challenged. The idea that medicine should only be practice by
men was supported by the Catholic Church, royal heads,
and secular authorities at the time. It is believed that the
Inquisition and witch hunts throughout the ages contributed to the lack of women in medical guilds.

In medieval cities, craftsmen tended to form associations
based on their trades, confraternities of textile workers, masons, carpenters, carvers, glass workers, each of whom
controlled secrets of traditionally imparted technology, the
"arts" or "mysteries" of their crafts. Usually the founders
were free independent master craftsmen who hired apprentices.
There were several types of guilds, including the two main
categories of merchant guilds and craft guilds but also the
frith guild and religious guild. Guilds arose beginning in the
High Middle Ages as craftsmen united to protect their common interests. In the German city of Augsburg craft guilds
are being mentioned in the Towncharter of 1156.

Bowers

Guilds are sometimes said to be the precursors of modern
trade unions. Guilds, however, can also be seen as a set of
self-employed skilled craftsmen with ownership and control
over the materials and tools they needed to produce their
goods. Guilds were more like cartels than they were like
trade unions (Olson 1982). However, the journeymen organizations, which were at the time illegal, may have been
influential.

During the medieval times, various trades such as that of
brewer, bricklayer, and iron-smith etc. were essential to
every village. Similarly, there was a profession of medieval bowyer who was among those medieval Craftsman
who made and sold weapons. In the case of a medieval
bowyer, the weapons made were bows, crossbows, and
arrows etc. A medieval Bowyer was also commonly
known as a Fletcher – thus the probable origins of the
surnames Bower and Fletcher.
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to their elite status. A coat of mail was worth sixty sheep and
a good sword cost as much as three cows. Being a castle
blacksmith would have been an enviable (and usually hereditary) position. Peasants had their own needs, such as for pots,
ploughs and axes, and growing centralized towns could support more than one smith in their need for new tools and repairs of old.
Beyond the obvious ability to work metal, blacksmiths were
thought to hold the power to heal. This may seem a little odd
to us, but it does make sense if you think of things more symbolically, as medieval people did. For example, barbers were
also surgeons as their specialty was cutting; likewise, blacksmiths were healers (especially of ailments like broken
bones), because their specialty was repairing or “reforging”.

Blacksmithing
The "black" in "blacksmith" refers to the black fire scale, a layer
of oxides that forms on the surface of the metal during heating.
The origin of "smith" is debated, it may come from the old English word "smythe" meaning "to strike" or it may have originated from the Proto-German "smithaz" meaning "skilled worker."

Not surprisingly, blacksmiths’ sooty work with fire and furnace, and their ability to turn rock into metal tools, easily led
to associations with the devil. Smiths were too essential to
the community to actually become persecuted for this, but
some colorful legends sprang up, such as those associated
with St. Dunstan (909 – 988 CE), an Archbishop of Canterbury
who had spent time as a metalworker and is the reason
horseshoes should be nailed over the door.

The first evidence of smithing by hammering iron into shape is a
dagger found in Egypt dating to 1350 B.C. Although in Egypt, it
was likely the product of a Hittite tradesman. The Hittites likely
invented forging and tempering, and they kept their ironworking techniques secret. When the Hittites were scattered, their
ironworking skills were spread to Greece and the Balkans. This
early Iron Age occurred about 800-500 B.C. The smith can also
be found in the classical mythology of the Romans, Greeks,
Phoenicians and Aztecs.
The medieval times was defined by wars. Some of the battles
fought were small and short-term, while others were a series of
wars like the Crusades. The blacksmiths of the medieval era
provided armies with arms, shields, weapons and also supplied
various tools and equipment to construct ships and houses. The
Middle Ages were practically a second Iron Age and blacksmiths
made a wide variety of objects from iron. The blacksmiths of
this era were, in fact, one of the biggest contributors in the development of craft and science of metal working.

Chink in the Armor
The idiom a chink in one’s armor refers to a weakness in
one’s character or something that makes one vulnerable.
In this sense, it has a similar meaning as Achilles’ Heel.
The exact etymology of this idiom is unclear. The word
chink has been used to mean a crack or opening since
the 15th century. The full idiom, a chink in one’s armor,
has been used since the 17th century, although there is
little information about its first use in print.

Medieval blacksmiths were loved, hated, thought to have magical healing powers, and able to fend off the devil. Here’s a quick
look at the men behind the metal. Not only did the knightly
class require weapons and armor for warfare and tournaments,
but they also needed horseshoes and defensive metalwork for
their castles. Knights and the aristocracy were generally the
only ones who could pay for good weapons and armor, adding
3

The Baculus
is a rod of authority
carried by authority
figures in the
Church, such as
bishops and abbots
(sometimes called
staffs, crooks or croziers).

The Officers of the Priory of St. Louis the Crusader
and the Commandery of St. Mary the Virgin
Request the pleasure of your company at their

2019 Fall Convent & Investiture
Postulant Vigil

The pastoral staff is
variously designated, by ecclesiastical
writers, as virga,
ferula, cambutta,
crocia, and pedum.
Sir Walter Scott misread baculus as abacus - an error still
propagated by some writers. It is also sometimes further
corrupted as abascus.

Friday, 4 October 2019
Reception 1900-2100 (7:00—9:00 PM) Hours
Vigil 2100-2200 (9:00—10:00 PM) Hours
St. Mary’s Episcopal Church (1307 Holmes Street, KCMO)

Business Meeting
Saturday, 5 October 2018
1030-1330 (10:30 Am—1:30 PM) Hours
Bluford Branch Kansas City Library (3050 Prospect, KCMO)

The Templar Latin Rule says, "The Master ought to hold
the staff and the rod (baculum et cirgam) in his hand, that
is to say, the staff (baculum), that he may support the infirmities of the weak, and the rod (cirgam), that he may with
the zeal of rectitude strike down the vices of delinquents."
The Papal bull, Omne datum optimum, invested the Grand
Master of the Templars with almost Episcopal jurisdiction
over the priests of his Order. He bore the baculus, or pastoral staff, as a mark of that jurisdiction, and it became a
part of the Grand Master's insignia of office.

Convent, Investiture and Banquet
Saturday, 5 October 2018
Convent & Investiture 1500-1700 (3:00—5:00 PM) Hours

St. Mary’s Episcopal Church (1307 Holmes Street, KCMO)
For questions, e-mail plheineman@cox.net
Or call 402-557-7146

The baculus of the Knights Templar is described in Munter,
Burnes, Addison, and all the other authorities, as a staff, on
the top of which is an octagonal figure, surmounted with a
cross patee.

Grand Priory of the United States of America
2020 Grand Convent & Investiture
May 20-23, 2020—Fort Worth TX
Hosted by the Priory of St. Matthew
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Prayer
The Christian season of
Advent begins December 1
and goes to December 24,
Christmas Eve. It is a season of many practices, both
liturgical in church services
and in individual service. A
central part of Advent is
prayer.
I believe prayer is a conversation with God, talking and listening. Prayer is a very important part of the individual grief
ministry I do for people who have lost a loved one or are in
the process of losing a loved one. The first thing I do in
grief ministry is reach out to the person and ask them if they
would like me to put them in my morning prayers. I think
asking is important because when they say yes, it pulls
them further into the process of prayer, the conversation
with God.
I write their name on my morning prayer card which is on
the mirror in my bathroom. When I lift them up to God in
prayer it connects them with God, it connects me with God
and it connects me with that person. Picture a triangle. As I
hold these people up in prayer I try to listen with my head
and my heart. As the earthly hands and feet of Christ, as
Christ’s presence on earth, as Christ’s ambassador, what
might Jesus want me to do? Think What Would Jesus Do?

Christmas Lights

It seems that each year Christmas lights go up sooner and
sooner as stores decorate to
attract shoppers during the
golden months of business.
Let us not forget that the first
Christmas lights were not created by electrical cables, glitter,
and lights but by “the glory of
the Lord [that] shone
around” (LUKE 2:9). No tourist
saw it, just a few simple shepherds out in their fields. And it
was followed by an unexpected rendition of “Glory to
God in the Highest” by an angelic choir (V.14).
The shepherds went to Bethlehem to see if what the
angels said was true (V. 15). After they confirmed it, they
could not keep to themselves what they had heard and
seen. iWhen they had seen him, they spread the word
concerning what had been told them about this
child” (V.17).
We’ve all heard the Christmas story before. This Christmas, why not share the good news with others that
Christ—the light of the world—has come (JOHN 8:12).

Often what I “hear” (feel with my heart or thoughts from my
head) is to reach out to them so they know they are not
alone and that God is with them. How do I reach out to
them? It could be a phone call, an email, a card or a visit.

As Templars we are charged with looking out for people in
need, to help them, to serve them as ambassadors for
Christ. Ask God who around you is in need. Quietly listen
for God’s response and then be the ambassador you are
called to be as a Templar.

I Wish you and all those close to you

A Joyous and Blessed Christmas
And a new year of happiness and hope

For a World of Peace

nnDnn
Russ Sifers, KCTJ
Chancellor

Dr. Chev. Peter L. Heineman, GOTJ
Commander

Medieval Games

At its peak, Rithmomachy rivalled chess for popularity in
Europe. The game virtually disappeared from the 17th century until the late 19th and early 20th century, when it was
rediscovered by historians.

Games were played by the upper classes and the lower
classes. By adults and children. Different types of games
and Medieval entertainment fell into a number of different
categories including Card Games, Board Games, Dice
Games, Sporting Games and Children's games. The following board games were played and enjoyed as entertainment during the Medieval times.

Shovelboard. The original English ancestor of
most of the games involving shoving discs of
some sort on a table
was called Shove-board
and later Shovel-board.
Popular in Tudor times,
Shovelboard was played
by the English upper
classes on enormous
narrow tables as long as
30 feet. Players shoved
metal weights down the
tables, attempting to get
them as near to the other end of the table without falling off. Presumably, the game
is a formalized version of a pastime played on the long dining tables of the upper classes after dinner. One of the earliest references is from the Royal Privy Expenses of 1532
Chess. In the 1200s the King of Castile, Alfonso X,
which show that Henry VIII lost £9 to Lord William at Shovcommissioned the ‘Book of Games’ which is now considelboard. Meanwhile, the subjects of this great King were
ered the pivotal historical record for games played in the
banned from playing this and most other recreational
thirteenth century. Among the many gorgeous color illusgames - an even earlier reference purportedly of 1522 says
trations in the book, a number show people playing a game "None of the society shall play at the game called Shoffe
we are all familiar with – chess.
boorde or Slypgrote".
Knucklebones, also
known as Tali, Fivestones, or Jacks, is a
game of ancient
origin, usually played
with five small objects, or ten in the
case of jacks. Originally the
"knucklebones" were
those of a sheep,
which were thrown
up and caught in varRithmomachy, sometimes known as The Philosophers' ious manners. The
Game, is a highly complex, early European mathemati- origin of knucklecal board game. The earliest known description of it dates
bones is closely confrom the eleventh century. A literal translation of the name nected with that of
is "The Battle of the Numbers". The game is much like
dice, of which knuckchess, except most methods of capture depend on the
lebones is probably a
numbers inscribed on each piece.
more primitive form.
There were two methods of playing in ancient times. The
first, and probably the primitive method, consisted in tossing up and catching the bones on the back of the hand,
very much as the game is played today. The second, probably derivative, form of the game was one of pure chance,
the stones being thrown upon a table, either from the hand
or from a cup, and the values of the sides upon which they
fell were counted.

The game was played on a board resembling the one used
for chess or checkers, with eight squares on the shorter
side, but with sixteen on the longer side. The forms used
for the pieces were triangles, squares, and rounds. Pyramids could be formed by stacking pieces. The game was
noteworthy in that the black and white forces were not
symmetrical. Although each side had the same array of
pieces, the numbers on them differed, allowing different
possible captures and winning configurations to the two
players.
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Backgammon is one of
the oldest known board
games. Its history can be
traced back nearly 5,000
years to archeological
discoveries in Mesopotamia. It is a two player
game where each player
has fifteen pieces
(checkers) which move
between twenty-four triangles (points) according to
the roll of two dice. The
objective of the game is
to be first to bear off, i.e.
move all fifteen checkers
off the board. Backgammon involves a combination of
strategy and luck (from rolling dice). While the dice may
determine the outcome of a single game, the better player will
accumulate the better record over series of many games.

Fox & Geese. Fox games are a category of board
games for two players, where one player is the fox and
tries to eat the geese/sheep, and the opposing player
directs the geese/sheep and attempts to trap the fox, or
reach a destination on the board.
In the Englishspeaking world, the
fox is placed in the
middle of the board,
and 13 geese are
placed on one side of
the board. The fox and
geese can move to
any empty space
around them (also
diagonally). The fox
can jump over geese like in checkers, capturing them.
Repeated jumps are possible. Geese can not jump. The
geese win if they surround the fox so that it cannot
move. The fox wins if it captures enough geese so that
the remaining geese cannot surround it.

Nine men's
morris is a
strategy board
game for two
players dating at
least to the Roman Empire.
Nine men's morris is a solved
game – one in
which either
player can force
the game into a
draw. Its name derives from the Latin word merellus,
'gamepiece'. The board consists of a grid with twenty-four
intersections or points. Each player has nine pieces, or
"men", usually colored black and white. Players try to form
'mills'—three of their own men lined horizontally or vertically—allowing a player to remove an opponent's man from
the game. A player wins by reducing the opponent to two
pieces (where they could no longer form mills and thus be
unable to win), or by leaving them without a legal move.

Hazard, dice
game dating at
least to the 13th
century and possibly of Arabic
origin: the word
hazard derives
from the Arabic al
-zahr (“die”). It
was immensely
popular in medieval Europe and
was played for
high stakes in
English gambling
rooms. The name
of the popular
American dice
game of craps
derives from the
nickname “crabs” for the throws 1-1 and 1-2 in hazard.
The modern rules of craps also grew out of the old English game.

Alquerque (also
known as Qirkat)
is a strategy
board game that
is thought to have
originated in the
Middle East. Before starting,
each player places their twelve
pieces in the two
rows closest to
them and in the two rightmost spaces in the center row.
The game is played in turns, with one player taking white
and the other black. The goal of the game is to eliminate
the opponent's pieces.

Hazard is played with two dice by any number of people.
Any player may begin the game as the first shooter, or
caster. If two or more players wish to begin, they roll the
dice and highest decides. The player begins by throwing
the dice to establish his main point, or main: any number
from 5 to 9, inclusive. (This may take several throws.)
Once he has established his main, the other players may
make their bet, wagering on whether the caster will win
or lose, after which he throws the dice again. If he throws
in, or nicks, he wins. Five is nicked by 5, 6 by 6 or 12, 7
by 7 or 11, 8 by 8 or 12, and 9 by 9. The caster loses
(outs, or throws out) when throwing aces or deuce-ace
(crabs, or craps) or when throwing 11 or 12 to a main of
5 or 9, 11 to 6 or 8, and 12 to 7. Any other throw is his
chance; he in this case keeps throwing until the chance
comes up again, when he wins, or until the main comes
up, when he loses. The dice are then passed to the next
caster.
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Chev. Jim Lynch
I was knighted with Jim Lynch on August 20, 1994. Jim was
unable to attend this year’s C&I, but he wrote Peter and gave
us his new address. I immediately sent Jim a card and then
went to see him.
Jim is in a nice nursing home. It is clean and well cared for. The
staff were friendly, attentive and helpful. Jim was in good spirits and was most happy to see me. He does not have a computer or phone to reach out to us, so we need to reach out to him
in visits, cards and letters.

Commandery Social

As I was buying Thanksgiving cards for my family, I put Jim on
the top of my list. I signed Jim’s card from me and all the Templars. Most of the Templars from our “Class of ‘94” have died.
I want to stay with Sir James as Christ’s presence and let him
know we are with him.

Sunday, December 8
Jack Stack BBQ—Martin City
13441 Holmes Rd, KCMO
4 PM—whenever

As I wrote in the Prayer article, reaching out to others is an important ministry. Reaching out to and taking care of fellow
Templars is part of our oath.

RSVP to heineman@bellevue.edu by Wednesday, December 4th

Please put Jim in your prayers and reach out to him.
Jim’s address is:
James Lynch
Clara Manor Nursing Home
3621 Warwick Blvd.
Kansas City, MO 6411
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Priory of St. Louis the Crusader
Commandery of St. Mary the Virgin
Spring Convent & Investiture

Russ Sifers, KCTJ
Chancellor

April 25, 2020
Saint Charles, MO

COMMANDERY
MEETING
The Commandery of St. Mary
the Virgin will meet on
Sunday, January 19, 2020
St. Mary’s Episcopal Church
13th & Holmes Street
beginning at 12:30 PM

Grand Priory of the United States of America
2020 Grand Convent & Investiture
May 20-23, 2020—Fort Worth TX
Hosted by the Priory of St. Matthew
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